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About the Rev. 2 Board. 
Do not adjust the trimmer capacitors if fitted, these have been set for you and if disturbed, 

will require special test equipment to reset for optimum RIAA characteristics. 

 

The rev.2 circuit board has the following features. 

Ground Lift 
The amplifier 0V line is now coupled to the mains supply safety earth via a Ground Lift 

network consisting of a 10 Ohm 5W resistor (R7) and a 100nF capacitor (C10). 

These components are protected from heavy fault conditions by the diodes D5 and D6.  

Hopefully this may help with hum loop problems that may appear between the MS22, MS23   

and turntables. 

The mains supply safety earth will, as a MUST, go to the chassis, the mains transformer and 

the screening covers of the three tubes. It will also go to the rear panel terminal BUT there is 

now the option to move the connection on the 4 terminal Ground block so that the rear panel 

terminal can, as an alternative, go to the Ground Lifted 0V line instead. 

 

At one time it was possible to fit a toggle switch on the rear panel so that you could select 

either option at will. However later rear panels are extremely difficult to drill and it is 

therefore recommended that the internal Terminal Block is used for selection. 

Zener Diodes 

5W 190V Zener diodes 1N5387B (Z101 and Z201) have been fitted after the 20k resistors 

R116 and R216 such as to help stabilise the B+ supply to the front end tubes.  This has shown 

to reduce significantly the no signal output variations caused by mains fluctuations. 

Taking apart. 
Please ensure the unit is unplugged from your mains power supply before dismantling 

the unit. 

Application of some wide sticky tape or kitchen towel across the top and sides of the 

transformer cover is strongly advised to prevent any scratches that may be accidentally 

picked up during the conversion work.  
 

 
 

Best to remove the Valve guard using a 2mm Metric Hex driver such as the Wiha 263 20. 

In true Yaqin style, some units use what appear to be size 10 Torx fixtures. 

Now carefully pull out the two valves and put in a safe place for later. 
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You need to get into the Beast using a cross head screwdriver for the bottom plate. 

You also need the 2mm Hex or size 10 Torx driver as previously mentioned for removing the 

top screws retaining the front and rear panels. 

 

 
 

The Yellow indicated screws are 6mm length M3 machine thread screws. 

On early units the Light Blue are 8mm length self-tap and the Purple are 10mm length self-

tap screws. On current MS23’s all screws are 6mm M3 machine thread screws. 

The cover should now slide slightly towards the front to disengage the rear lip after which the 

cover can be lifted away. The Author found this slightly difficult on early units due to a foot 

screw fouling on the internal screening frame. In this respect it will be found helpful to also 

remove the top right hand foot as shown in the above picture.  

This is not a problem on MS23’s that use a different type of foot. 

 

Use the 2mm Hex or size 10 Torx driver to remove the screws on the chassis top securing the 

rear and front panels. As you remove the front panel, disconnect the 2 pin connector mounted 

on the rear.  

 
HT (B+) discharge check. Before commencing on the board, make sure the internal 

capacitors are fully discharged! These can be discharged by holding a suitable low value 

resistor (1k2 1W should do) across + and – of C17 for 20 seconds. Check with your 

Multimeter switched to DC Volts that the capacitors are all but discharged. 
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Board Removal 
Now detach the four white plugs from the circuit board connectors, don’t worry, they are 

easy to identify when it comes to re-assembly.  

With reference to the following photo, now cut the two White twisted wires (on later MS23B 

models this may be a 2 pin plug with Blue sometimes Green wires), BUT ensure the cut is 

as close to the solder point or the connector as possible, you want to preserve the maximum 

possible length of the wires. These carry AC voltages so it does not matter which way round 

they go when you terminate them later into their designated screw terminals. 

 

Now cut off the two twisted Yellow wires, again as close to the solder point as possible. 

These wires also carry AC voltages so it does not matter which way round they go when you 

terminate them later. 

 

Now cut off the Ground wires, there may be as many as three, sometimes they are coloured 

Yellow/Green else simply Black but once again, save as much wire length as you can while 

doing this. There is normally an Earth wire going to the circuit board at the position marked 

G2. On the MS23 there may be two black wires on G2 and not a Yellow/Green wire as 

shown. In fact there have been a number of production variations, some will go to G2, some 

to a Ground STAR Point, some use a connection to the left of the STAR (hidden by the 

Yellow twisted wires) and some units even have a connection on the ground track that 

connects to the lower electrolytic capacitors C15 and C16.  

 

 
 

The circuit board should now be removed; this is held in by four countersunk head 3mm 

screws.  Put these safely away with the other screws you removed as they will be needed for 

the new fit. 
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Cutting the hole for V3 
 

Next you have to cut the chassis for the extra valve V3. 

 

Below is a simple template (shaded in Grey) for you to make from thin card or stout paper, 

using this template you can position the mounting hole correctly for the extra valve V3.  

The template card IS NOT TO SCALE so don’t cut it out thinking it will be correct, you 

have to measure this up as shown onto suitable paper/card and cut it out. The dark grey areas 

are the holes already present and show how the template is positioned around them. 

 

Alternative mounting sketch: 

 

Simply centre mark or punch the required position for the pilot drill. 

Double check that its position is correct then cut the panel for the valve position.  

After the small pilot drill, the author runs through a 6mm drill then applies a cone cutter. 

These are cheaply available on the internet and allows easy cutting of the 6mm hole to 

28mm.  Drill from the inside to outside to prevent marking the panel top. 

 

 
Be careful of machining operation swarf when cutting the large hole for the extra valve. It 

helps to keep the amplifier body tilted forward slightly during these operations to prevent 
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metal particles finding their way into the power transformer cover.  The author runs a wide 

tip Black Sharpie around the inside of the new hole to make it look like the other two. 

Offer up the new board to the chassis but don’t actually secure the board yet as you may 

appreciate a bit of room to get the wires into the terminal blocks. 

Wiring up 
Strip off a small amount of insulation from the two twisted Yellow Wires and insert into the 

miniature terminal block as shown. 

 
Likewise strip off a small amount of insulation from the three Ground wires and insert into 

the miniature 4-way terminal block as shown. The upper two depicted in the photo should go 

to the wires from the transformer and the chassis. The remaining two screws are reserved for 

the rear panel Ground Terminal wire. This gives the option of connecting the rear panel 

terminal to either mains supply Earth or to the isolated amplifier 0V. 

Finally strip off a small amount of insulation from the two White or Blue or Green twisted 

wires and insert into the Heater miniature terminal block as shown.  
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The LED Problem 
It is now necessary to connect up the LED cable and a little care has to be exercised here. 

The original MS22 and early MS23’s had a single Blue ultra-high brightness LED that was 

rather disturbing to observe. The internal feed resistor of 820 Ohms was increased to an 

incredible 100k Ohms to soften its glow. However, Yaqin introduced a different front panel 

that was lit by five LED’s and thus reports came back of non-illumination of the front panels. 

It was clear that the original 820 Ohm resistors were needed here so it became necessary for 

the Rev 2 boards to provide either of the two options.  

 

 
                  5 LED’s          SINGLE LED 

Transfer the LED cable from the old board to the appropriate plug for your front panel. 

Connect the free end to the front panel and offer this up to the main chassis and secure with 

its two original screws.  

The board can now be secured with the four countersunk screws you put by earlier. 

 

Although it is now only necessary to replace the rear cover and connect up the audio 

channels, it is highly recommended that you check the Ground tags of the INPUT RCA 

sockets while you have the rear panel loose.  

Common connection break (only if you have had hum problems) 
  

 

 

The Left hand socket is for the plug 

that connects to a front panel with 

five LED’s, it is supplied by 820 

Ohms resistor R1 ALT. 

 

The Right hand socket is for the 

plug that connects to a front panel 

with a single LED, it is supplied by 

100k Ohms resistor R1. 

 

 

 

As shown in the photo, if you find the two 

Ground tags soldered together then separate the 

tags and Black wires. The newer units appear to 

have some kind of thread locking varnish 

applied which makes it difficult to loosen the 

fixing nut. The author removes both Black wires 

and excess solder, then reheats the connection 

whilst turning one of the RCA jacks with a 

15mm socket or combination wrench. With luck 

the two tags will separate and you should 

continue turning until the tags are well spaced 

apart. Finally reconnect the respective Black 

wires to their own independent tags. 
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Completed assembly. 
 

Replace the rear panel screws and connect up the audio cables. 

This may not be the latest Rev.2 board but serves the purpose of showing where the two pin 

audio plugs re-locate. 
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Circuit Diagram 

 
Please note that in the unlikely event you should want to run the board from an external 

power supply using the pads provided, the following must be observed.  

The Regulator U3 and its protection diode D1 MUST be removed. The external 12.6V 

supply should also be floating from Ground as in the original power circuit.  

This will enable the Heater Lift circuit of approximately 45 Volts to operate correctly.         
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Hum Problems?            
 

This will invariably be caused by what is termed a Ground Loop, it is where circulating 50Hz 

or 60 Hz supply frequencies managed to get themselves imposed on a sensitive input such as 

an RIAA amplifier. At these low frequencies, the RIAA amplifier will be hoping to provide 

+20dB of gain so any hint of these frequencies will be happily passed to the output in 

amplified form. In other cases, the hum can be induced into the circuit board via strong 

magnetic fields from an adjacent mains powered device, especially if there is a large power 

transformer sat beside the RIAA amplifier. 

 

One of the first things you can try is to apply a shorting plug to both Inputs of the RIAA 

amplifier.  

 

 
 

With these inserted there should be minimal hum, you may hear some at maximum volume of 

your amplifier but it should be of a level on par almost to the low level hiss from the noise 

created by the movement of electrons in the valves and other components. If the hum is still 

much too loud then this would point to a fault in the RIAA amplifier such as a failed cable or 

perhaps the amplifier is being subjected to a large magnetic field.  

 

The majority of cases are when the turntable cartridge is connected and there are so many 

variations to this problem that it is impossible to give advice on any specific cure.  

Before turning to that, it is assumed you have done the RCA Ground separation as mentioned 

on Page 7 and reproduced here for convenience. 

 

 
 

 

These can be made by cutting the plugs 

off of an old cable, leaving about 60mm 

of cable protruding. Strip the outer and 

inner insulation and wind the conductors 

tightly together to form a short circuit.  

 

The Author made these from an old cable 

and also two stand-alone shorting plugs. 

 

As shown in the photo, if you find the two 

Ground tags soldered together then separate the 

tags and Black wires. The newer units appear to 

have some kind of thread locking varnish 

applied which makes it difficult to loosen the 

fixing nut. The author removes both Black wires 

and excess solder, then reheats the connection 

whilst turning one of the RCA jacks with a 

15mm socket or combination wrench. With luck 

the two tags will separate and you should 

continue turning until the tags are well spaced 

apart. Finally reconnect the respective Black 

wires to their own independent tags. 
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The next thing to check is that the Ground wires have been terminated in the Ground terminal 

block correctly. Only one wire should be present in one of the two option terminals provided 

for the rear panel Ground Post and nothing else. 

It may be a good idea to have this wire connected into the Ground Lift terminal as it will do 

no harm even if the cause of the hum is not here. 

 

Turntable Issues 
As already stated, this is a very Grey area because of the many varied installation scenarios.  

Obviously the state of the cables and plug connections should be examined and proved 

correct.  

Now the Author can only relate to his own findings and these may not be agreed by some 

BUT they are what he has found and provided in the best of faith. 

 

He is convinced that the Cartridge and its wiring should be fully isolated from Ground. 

Some Tone Arm wiring from the Cartridge has been found to have the – L and – R wires 

joined together and sometimes connected to the metal frame of the Turntable. 

 

Check that the cables coming from the Turntable are isolated from each other and from the 

metal frame of the Turntable. 

The metal frame of the Turntable should be safety grounded by the supply ground and not via 

the cables feeding the RIAA Amplifier. Sometimes there is a separate Earth wire which can 

be connected to the rear panel Ground Terminal which as stated above, provides two options 

of being wired directly to Supply Earth or to the Ground Lift option.  

 

It may be a hard battle but with luck you will win! 

 

Note the Author had fought and lost a battle with very slight hum but 45 years later found the 

cure! 

He uses the Shure V15 Mk.III and discovered after all those years that there is an option tag 

fitted to the cartridge that removes a Ground connection from the –R output of the cartridge. 

Removing the link was the answer because the –R output was getting grounded via the metal 

head shell and Tone Arm, introducing a nice little unsuspected Ground loop. 

 

Problems are made worse with todays switched mode power supplies and they are even used 

extensively in the little plug-in-the-wall power supplies that used to have a power transformer 

fitted, what we called linear power supplies. The switchers are invariably housed in plastic 

cases that do nothing to stop the radiation produced inside and only a rudimentary filter is 

fitted to stop the noise either going onto the house power lines or radiating from the output 

cable.  


